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Bianca
Acquaye
Profile
The expressive, mainly large formatted and brightly coloured
paintings of German-Ghanaian artist Bianca Acquaye leave no
option to the viewer: softly but firmly they direct the eyes to the
expressive compositions while making clear: these paintings
develop a hypnotic life of their own.
With an unusual eruptive impulsiveness, Bianca Acquaye's
pictures tell stories from worlds of surreal dreams and feelings,
from archaic sources of her own mentality and deep spirituality,
talking through neo-cubist and abstract elements: a universal
language which through its harmonic and predominantly pure
colour compositions does not need translation.
In 2001 the well-known electronic band "Tangerine Dream"
commissioned a cycle of 18 Paintings to the theme of "The
Divine Comedy - Inferno/Purgatorio/Paradiso" for CD-coversartwork. In January 2004 these paintings will be exhibited at the
moq-gallery.
“Pablito con Paloma” 100 x 100 cm,
Acrylic on card, 2002

“The innocence of the almond blossom”
100 x 120 cm, Acrylic on canvas, 2002
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Biography
Born in 64
of German-Ghanaian origin
STUDIES
language studies in Berlin (Engl./French/Span.); translator
diploma;
“Animation” 120 x 160 cm, Acrylic on canvas, 2003

study visits (art) in Brazil, Mexico, Spain, France;
JOBS
diverse occupations with Sony Music, EAP Ecole des Affaires
de Paris, Consulate of Ivory Coast as well with various media
and trading corporations to raise the funds for her arts and
gallery; singer (i.a. with "Tangerine Dream")
INSPIRATION
fascinated by the volcanic landscape of the Canary Island
Lanzarote and its protégé César Manrique some of her paintings
have to be seen from the perspective of these magical soul
vibes;
personal hero’s: Picasso, Kahlo, Warhol, Bacon, Klimt etc.
ACTION
lives and works in Berlin - various exhibitions locally and abroad
(London and Vienna in planning stage);

“Behind the Vail” 80 x 140 cm,
Acrylic on canvas, 2003

“Sunny Day in Neptopia” 120 x 120 cm,
Acrylic on canvas, 2002

December 2003 opening of her "moq - Art Now Gallery" (i.a.
support of young national as well as international artists);
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30th January 2004

Bianca
Acquaye
Dante’s New Clothes
Painting & Photography

27th April 2002

"The Timanfaya Collection"
Delphinum of the Dorint Hotel
at the Gendarmenmarkt Berlin-Mitte
Press text:
On Saturday 27th April, 7pm, Bianca Acquaye's exhibition THE TIMANFAYA COLLECTION, multimedia
event with paintings, film, life-music and dance-performance opens. The extraordinary atmosphere of the
bright and spacious Delphinium of the Dorint Hotel at Gendarmenmarkt opens entrance to exciting dimensions
of the surreal.
Bianca Acquaye's large acrylic paintings are expressions of her bubbling vitality and positivity and her
unusual colour compositions are softly persuasive to the viewer's eye. The partially neo-cubistic style of
her paintings and the puzzle-like elements are an ideal support of her ambition to irritate the viewer and to
persuade him to revoke his apparently logically perceived picture.
Bianca Acquaye's paintings are also to be viewed with the backdrop of her spirituality, particularly her
interpretation of Dante Alighieri's "Die Göttliche Komödie" (La Divina Commedia), Part I - "Inferno". This
project was commissioned by the pioneers of electronic music "Tangerine Dream" as cover-artwork for their
first CD-composition to Dante's "Inferno" (Purgatorio and Paradiso are to follow).
B. Acquaye's paintings are not only descriptions of interweaving real and surreal, outer and inner worlds,
but open up the possibility to the viewer to contemplate reflection about his own everyday microcosmic
world.

